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Introduction and Description of Warm Springs Run 
Watershed
The purpose of this document is to provide a Comprehensive Watershed Management Plan for the US 
Environmental Protection Agency, the Warm Springs Watershed Association, and the stakeholders of the 
Warm Springs Run (WSR) watershed, to guide future non-point source project proposals for funding 
through the Clean Water Act Section 319 and other sources. 

In 2012 the Warm Springs Watershed Association was awarded a FY11 Chesapeake Bay Regulatory and 
Accountability grant to be used in the creation of a Comprehensive Watershed Management Plan for the 
Warm Springs Run (WSR) and its tributaries. This management plan is intended to provide guidance for 
stream bank restoration and contaminant mitigation activities with the goal of helping West Virginia 
achieve Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) requirements. 

The scope of services as outlined in the grant proposal is as follows: 

1. Consultant(s) will synthesize information reported in existing reports and documents provided by 
the client (e.g. Warm Springs Run Watershed Assessment, etc.) 

2. Consultant(s) will provide engineering and geological assessment support to analyze soils, 
geology, hydrology and geomorphology that contribute to non-point and point source pollution in 
the WSR. 

3. Consultant(s) will document the load reductions needed from the WSR watershed to help West 
Virginia achieve TMDL goals. Consultant(s) will propose a suite of practices to achieve point and 
non-point source reductions. Also considered will be practices in the non-regulated developed 
lands section of the Comprehensive Watershed Management Plan (e.g. residential fertilizer and 
runoff reduction practices). 

4. Consultant(s) will: 
a. investigate sources of stream quality impacts relative to their respective negative effect 

on the Run; 
b. present recommendations on a cost-benefit basis, prioritizing which would which would 

provide the most benefits from a financial and/or acceptability of implementation basis; 
c. categorize recommendations on the basis of funding source availability (e.g. 319 non-

point source reduction; Chesapeake Bay Fund, etc.). 
d. regardless of what recommendations for action that are listed in the management 

document, the consultant will list next steps to deliver the highest-priority 
implementation actions. The proposed plans for implementation will include, where 
possible, education-based as well as engineering-based interventions. 

5. Consultant(s) will prepare cost estimates and determine entities to provide technical assistance 
and remedial activity implementation for all proposed actions. 

6. Consultant(s) will deliver a Comprehensive Watershed Based Management Plan to the WSR 
Watershed Association. 



Physical Setting
The WSR watershed is located in north central Morgan County West Virginia, and is the principle surface 
drainage of the valley formed by Warm Springs Ridge to the west and Horse Ridge, to the east.      

Figure 1. Location of the Warm Springs Run watershed (black outline) in Morgan 
County, WV.  The eastern tributaries are within the red oval. 

The WSR is approximately 11.8 miles in total length, and is a non-navigable stream throughout (see 
Figure 1). The total watershed catchment of the WSR has been estimated at approximately 7,178 acres 
(not including the Dry Run Watershed to the east); however, the USGS reports the watershed as 7,084 
acres (Wiley, et al., 1996). There are five (5) eastern tributaries to the WSR originating in the upland to 
the east of the main stem’s valley, from north to south, respectively: 1) an (unnamed) stream running 
along Jimstown Road, 2) Yellow Spring Run, 3) an unnamed stream running through Sugar Hollow, 4) 
Kate’s Run, which parallels Winchester Grade Road, and 5) the Dry Run. 
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Topography and Geology

The topography of the WSR is typical of the drainages located in the eastern Potomac Highlands section 
of the Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province. The stream’s main stem follows along the eastern edge 
of the Cacapon Mountain Anticlinorium (a broad, generally upward folded area of bedrock), where 
relatively soft, erosion-prone shale contacts the hard, erosion-resistant Oriskany sandstone forming Warm 
Springs Ridge. Warm Springs Ridge is the eastern “hogback” of Cacapon Mountain, and extends parallel 
with the axis of the Cacapon Mountain Anticline (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Topographic setting and generalized rock types of the Warm Springs Run Valley.

The WSR valley is underlain entirely by the shale, siltstone and sandstone of the Marcellus, Needmore, 
and Mahantango Formations, all dating from the Devonian geologic period 415 to 355 mya1. The 
southern (upstream) section flows along the contact of the two units, and is probably controlled by the 
underlying rocks’ lithology and structure. The central section is underlain by the Marcellus and Needmore 
shales, but the stream wanders back onto the Mahantango in its northern (downstream) reach. 

The subordinate, eastern tributaries of the WSR are all underlain by the Brallier and Chemung 
Formations, composed of clastic rocks (shale, siltstone, and sandstone) also dating to the Devonian 
geologic period. The plan view of the regional geology is shown on Figure 3, and a cross section is shown 
on Figure 4. 

1 million years ago
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Figure 3. Areal bedrock geology map of the WSR Watershed. (Abbreviations Key:  
St = Tuscarora Formation; Smc = Mackenzie Group; Stw = Tonoloway and Wills Creek Formations; Dohl = 
Oriskany Sandstone and Helderberg Limestone; Dmn = Marcellus/Needmore Formations; Dmt = 
Mahantango Formation; Dbh = Brallier Formation; Dch = Chemung Formation; Dhs = Hampshire 
Formation)
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Figure 4. Cross section of the regional geology of the WSR watershed (Donovan et al, 2006). 

Warm Springs Run 

Eastern Shale 
Upland

Key to Geological Codes
(Devonian Period) 
Dha – Hampshire Fm. 
Dch – Chemung Fm. 
Dbh – Brallier Fm. 
Dmt – Mahantango Fm. 
DMn – Marcellus & Needmore 
Fms.
Do – Oriskany Group 
DS – Early Devonian & 
Late Silurian Carbonates
(includes Helderberg, Tnoloway 
and Wills Creek Fms.) 
(Silurian Period) 
Sb – Bloomsburg Fm. 
Smc – Mackenzie Group 
Srh – Rose Hill Fm. 
(Ordovician Period) 
Oj – Juniata Fm. 
Oo – Oswego Fm. 
Om – Martinsburg Fm. 
Oc – Conococheague Fm. 
Otbr – Trenton & Black River 
Group Carbonates 
Ob – Beekmantown Fm. 

Warm Springs Ridge
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Mapped Soils

The soils mapped within the WSR Watershed have been discussed in detail in the 2010 WSR Watershed 
Assessment (WSWA, 2010); however, they can be divided into four (4) broad categories: 

1. Residual soils formed by weathering from shale, siltstone and fine grained sandstone
comprise the majority of the soils in the WSR Valley and the eastern upland area. The 
predominant soil in the watershed, the Weikert Series, underlies over 65% of the entire area, 
with lesser amounts of Clearbrook and Cavode soils. These soils are very shallow, averaging only 
20 to 40 inches before reaching weathered (paralithic) bedrock, and 36 to 48 inches before 
reaching hard, lithic bedrock. These soils can have perched water tables, ranging from 10 to 24 
inches below the surface. The Weikert series soils have severe erosion potential, while the 
Clearbrook and Cavode soils have slight to moderate erosion potential. The Weikert Series soils 
have moderately low to high permeability (0.06 to 6.00 in/hr). They are generally considered 
very limited for the construction of septic drain fields due to seasonally elevated water tables, 
shallow bedrock, and high permeability. These soils can have a low pH due to the presence of 
acid sulfate derived from pyrite present in the parent material (pyritic shale). 

2. Residual soils formed from sandstone on the slopes of Warm Springs Ridge comprise 
the second most common soil type in the watershed, dominated by the Shaffenaker and 
Vanderlip series. These soils are granular, poorly consolidated loamy sands that have severe 
erosion potential when their vegetative cover has been removed. These soils have been heavily 
denuded of fines (eluviated), with what little content of fines being transported downhill to the 
footslope soils. These soils have moderately high to extremely high permeability (0.6 to 19.98 
in/hr).

3. Floodplain soils, which are composed of transported colluvium and alluvium that have been 
deposited in the stream valley bottomlands, include the Holly, Melvin, Coombs and Philo series. 
These soils have been covered or obliterated by development in much of the upstream reach 
(south of Berkeley Springs) of the WSR watershed. These soils have slight to moderate erosion 
potential. The floodplain soils have moderately high to high permeability (0.6 to 2.0 in/hr), are 
frequently flooded, and can have high seasonal water tables. Two of the soils (the Holly silt loam 
and Melvin silt loam) are considered hydric soils. Hydric soils are characterized by an abundance 
of moisture and reduced oxygen levels to the extent that the soil supports only water tolerant 
vegetation. Hydric soils are generally associated with wetland areas. 

4. Footslope soils are formed by a combination of in-place weathering and the transport of fine 
soil components from higher elevations, and consist primarily of the Buchanan and Ernest series. 
These soils are higher in clay content than most of the other soils in the WSR watershed, and 
often have perched water tables ranging from 16 to 24 inches below the surface. These soils 
have moderately low to moderately high permeability (0.06 to 0.6 in/hr). 

A custom soil report for the WSR watershed was obtained from the USDA-NRCS on May 16, 2012, and is 
included as Appendix A. A comprehensive comparison of the mapped soils to observed soils was beyond 
the scope of this management plan; however, during the field work for the plan development all of the 
observed soils compared favorably with their equivalent mapped units. 

Hydrology

The Warm Springs Run is a perennial stream, with a “trellice” pattern typical of the Potomac Direct Drain 
system of the eastern Potomac Highlands section of the Ridge and Valley Geophysical Province. The 
stream’s overall course is controlled by the structure of the bedrock over which it flows, as discussed in 
the previous section on geology. The stream originates at a head spring at an elevation (EL) of 
approximately 818 feet above mean sea level (AMSL). The stream declines in elevation gradually as it 



flows northward, and enters the Potomac River at EL 397, just to the east of Hancock, Maryland and 
approximately 5-miles north of the Town of Bath. There are no sudden drops in elevation, so accordingly 
there are no significant waterfalls or cascades along the main branch of the WSR. The summit of Warm 
Springs Ridge to the west of the WSR ranges from 200 to over 400 feet above the valley floor. The 
highest point of the Ridge is just north of the Town of Bath, at approximately EL 1,060. The shale upland 
to the east of the mainstem valley ranges from EL 600 to EL 900, with an average elevation of 800 feet 
AMSL.

Figure 5. Map showing the upstream tributaries and flood control dam locations. The dams are assigned unique 
identifiers based on the original proposed number of nine (9) dams. Dam #8 was never constructed. 

As is typical of the surface streams in the rugged Potomac Highlands, the WSR has a modest perennial 
base flow2, but is prone to severe flash flooding after major rainfall events, rapid snowmelt, or a 
combination of the two. In an effort to control the flash flooding of the main valley nine (9) dams were 
proposed for the upstream portion of the watershed. Between 1955 and 1961, eight (8) of the nine 
proposed dams were constructed on various tributary streams throughout the watershed (see Figure 5). 

2 The stream base flow of Morgan County has not been measured as of this report’s date.
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The dams control runoff from approximately 1,271-acres, and are designed to detain 278 acre-feet (90 
million gallons) of water. 

The flood control dams managed to mitigate the catastrophic flash flooding that has occurred along the 

tream Channel Modification

main branch of the WSR since historic times; nevertheless, the WSR is still prone to flooding after major 
surface flow events. The flood control dams moderate less than 20% of the stream’s flow, and rapid 
runoff as a result of both tropical storms and combined snowmelt/rainfall since that time has continued to 
cause flooding in Berkeley Springs and the Town of Bath. Storm events greater than 1-inch of rain can 
cause sheet flow off the steep ridge to the west of town, and the upland to the east; this flow is 
exacerbated by the fact that these events often occur after the regional soils have been saturated by 
prior rain or snowmelt. Under such conditions, even permeable soils will shed the water, and the WSR 
then becomes the primary drain for the valley and its environs. 

S  - Examination of historical topographic maps (Hancock, 1901 – 
surveyed 1899) suggests that the course of the Warm Springs Run and its tributaries has changed little 
over the past century. An excerpt of the historic topographic map is included as Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Excerpt of the 1901 Hancock Topographic Quadrangle.
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Groundwater - The ferent sources, these 

he headwater springs are nearly all diffuse rises without a discernable “throat” or discreet opening from 

he eastern tributaries have a low base flow. While this flow has not been measured to date; our field 

he greatest contributors to the base flow of the WSR are the Warm Springs located in Berkeley Springs 

ver the years there have been several attempts by hydrologists to locate the recharge area of the Warm 

 contrast, the 2006 study (Donovan, et al., 2006) examined the geochemistry of the Warm Springs, as 

WSR derives its groundwater base flow from two very dif
being: 1) a series of headwaters springs located entirely within the Devonian shale formations, and 2) the 
Warm Springs themselves, which arise from the Oriskany Sandstone at the east-central base of the Warm 
Springs Ridge. 

T
the subsurface. Many appear as marshy or swampy wet “areas”, and are not readily recognizable as 
“springs”, per se. These springs are recharged by small water-bearing fractures in the bedrock. Water 
which initially collects in a shallow aquifer that reposes in the soil and weathered rock overburden layer 
diffuses slowly into the underlying bedrock aquifer through a myriad of tiny cracks and openings. The 
springs generally rise where there is a contact between different lithologies in the bedrock, often where a 
less permeable rock type (solid shale, siltstone) contacts a more permeable rock (fractured shale, 
sandstone, etc.), or where there are small faults or disconformities in the bedrock stratum. It is of note 
that as it percolates through the strata on its journey to the springs the groundwater picks up various 
minerals and metals that are present in the bedrock, resulting in the occurrence of “chalybeate” (iron 
bearing) springs which are often mistaken as sources of contamination due to reddish “slimes” and 
discoloration coming from the spring rise. These slimes and sheens are due to the presence of naturally 
occurring iron and sulfur fixing bacteria, which utilize the dissolved iron in their metabolisms. The reddish 
colors around the spring heads are the result of the iron being oxidized as it comes into contact with the 
atmosphere. 

T
observations did not show any flow greater than 20 to 30 gallons per minute (gpm) during April 2012 in 
any of the tributaries. The WSWA measured various stream parameters, including flow, during the period 
of April through June, 2010. Locations of the WSWA monitoring points are shown on Figure 7. 

T
State Park. The springs arise from five (5) discreet conduits in the Oriskany Sandstone, at the base of the 
eastern face of Warm Springs Ridge. The combined flow of the springs is variable, but nominally is 
reported as averaging 1,000 gpm. The springs were monitored in a groundwater study from November 
2005 through March 2006, and the combined flow from the Ladies Spring and Lord Fairfax Spring (two of 
the five spring rises) varied from a high of 1,930 gpm to a low of 538 gpm (Donovan, et al., 2006). It is 
interesting to note that the flow at the Warm Springs varied in concert with the flow of Tonoloway Spring 
(also called the Suburban Bottling Spring), located in the Cold Spring Valley on the western side of Warm 
Springs Ridge. 

O
Springs; however, the exact location of the recharge area has yet to be established. A study by the USGS 
in 1994 proposed that 2/3 of the recharge occurred along and on the Warm Spring Ridge, extending at 
least 11 miles south of the Town of Bath (Lessing and Hobba, 1994). This study also concluded that the 
temperature of the springs (averaging 74.5o F) suggests the water circulates to a minimum depth of 
1,825-feet below the surface. Tritium isotope analysis of the Warm Springs indicates that the majority of 
the water is at least 30 years old. 

In
well as the flow rates in a series of springs located west of Warm Springs Ridge. This study established 
that the water chemistry of the Warm Springs more closely matched springs arising from carbonate 
(limestone/dolostone) aquifers, in particular the karst Helderberg Limestone and Tonoloway Formation, 
lying between Warm Springs Ridge and Cacapon Mountain. The Warm Spring differed significantly from 
the springs originating in regional clastic rock (sandstone, shale, etc.) aquifers. The Warm Springs’ flow 
rate also varied in parallel with the carbonate springs, in particular the aforementioned Tonoloway Spring. 
These data suggest that the Warm Springs must have a recharge zone that extends beyond the Warm 
Spring Ridge, and may stretch as far as the eastern slope of Cacapon Mountain (see Figure 4). 



Figure 7. Level 1 Stream Survey sampling and observations points being monitored by the Warm Springs Run 
Watershed Association, with discharge rates measured during the late Spring and Summer of 2010. 
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